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Tivoli
In denmark we have Tivoli. Tivoli is a theme park. It is one of the most popular 
theme parks in Denmark. In Tivoli they have The Golden Tower it is very scary. 
in 15 august 1843 stay tivoli consecrated.



Lego
The name 'LEGO'  is a symbol of the two Danish words "leg godt", meaning "play well". 
The LEGO Group was founded in 1932 by Ole Kirk Kristiansen.                       The 
LEGO brick is the most important product. Lego has been named “Toy of the Century” 
twice. Our products have undergone extensive development over the years – but the 
foundation remains the traditional LEGO brick.                                                      The 
brick in its present form was launched in 1958. 



D`Àngleterre
Hotel D`Angleterre is one of the most expensive hotels in Denmark. Is a big hotel 
an theres alot of nice cars. Hotel D`Angleterre has 5 stars. D`Angleterre is placed 
on Kongens Nytorv i Copenhagen. the 15 may 1755 D`Angleterre is been 
consecrated.



The little mermaid
The little mermaid is a statue of a story. It was Hc andersen who made the story, Hc andersen is a very 
famous writer in denmark and china. The little mermaid is like one of the biggest thing in Denmark. the 
little mermaid is placed in langeline in copenhagen. the statue is has been perm placed 23 august 1913
a lot of times people go and painted the little mermaid so they need to build a new.



pork with parsley sauce
pork with parsley sauce is Denmark’s national dish. It’s a pork and it’s served with 
potatoes and parsley sauce. it taste very good. in 2014 26.000 peoples voted and 
pork with parsley sauce win. in denmark pork with parsley sauce named stægt 
flæsk med persillesovs



Dannebrog

The Danish flag is called, "Dannebrog". Dannebrog means The Danes Banner or, The Red Banner. Dannebrog is red with a 
white cross that reaches the sides of the flag. The white-on-red cross is attested as having been used by the kings of 
Denmark since the 14th century The flag became popular as national flag in the early 19th century. The flag holds the world 
record of being the oldest continuously used national flag. The Danish flag is used for birthdays and constitution day

  



Handball                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
The handball game was invented in 1897 in Denmark. Handball was basically a game for boys, but it soon 
became a sport for men and soon after too for girls and women. The first handball matches in Denmark 
were played for both men and women in the years 1900-1910. Handball is about to score goals by hand



Roskilde-Festival
Roskilde Festival is a Danish music festival held annually south of Roskilde. It is one of the largest music 
festivals in Europe and the largest in Northern Europe. It was created in 1971 by two high school students, 
Mogens Sandfær and Jesper Switzer Møller, and promoter Carl Fischer..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_Rvhx-msrs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_Rvhx-msrs


“Love Buster” in Hedegaarden, Ballerup
 

The “Love Buster” is a five 
meter tall sculpture made of 
steel. The sculpture is 
placed in the driveway to 
hedegaarden in Ballerup. 
The Love Buster was 
revealed to the public on 
January 10th 2017. The man 
who made the love buster 
was Kristian Von Hornsleth. 
the love buster symbolize 
peace in the area



MØ
Karen Marie Aagaard Ørsted Andersen was born the 13th august 1988, Ubberud 
Sogn. She is better known as MØ. In 2015 she contributed in the hit song “Lean 
on” with Major Lazer. It has reached over 1.00.000.000 downloads on spotify 



Carlsberg
carlsberg is a brewery that makes beer but they also have water and soda.
carlsberg is established in 1847 in denmark of j.c jacobsen. in 1868 export brewery 
the first beer and got a lot of succes.



Toms
Toms is a danish producent that makes chocolate and sugar candy.

Toms was founded in 1924 by Hans Trojel and Victor Hans Meyer.



Roskilde Cathedral
Roskilde Cathedral has the most funeral in denmark they have 21 kings and 18 
queens buried and the

special with the Cathedral

is they have to towers

the church stay build in

1995



Ballerup
We all come from ballerup we live in Hedegården and our kommunal has 48k 
inhabitant and our mayor name is jesper vürtzen our school is hedegaardsskolen

and we  all go in 7. Grade



8 things you didn’t know about Denmark 
1) The Sydney Opera house is Designed by Danish architect Jørn Utzon                                                                                                       
2) The actor “Mads Mikkelsen” is from Denmark (He played in Doctor Strange, Star Wars and many more)                                                                                                                                                                                    
3) Mærsk is from Denmark                                                                                                                                                            
4)  The band Aqua is from Denmark (The band who made the song “Barbie girl”)                                                     
5)The UN World Happiness Report has rated Danes as the happiest people on earth two years in a row                                                                                                                                                                                                
6) The Danish flag is the oldest state flag in the world which is still in use by an independent nation                                                                                                                           
7)The Danish monarchy is the oldest continuing monarchy in the world and has existed for over 1,000 
years.                                                                                                                                                                  
8) Greenland (The world's largest island) is a part of Denmark.



Rundetårn
Rundetårn is a tower in Copenhagen.                                                                                
And many tourists see  it when they are in denmark.                                                                                      
the tower is 41.55 m high and has a great view from the top.                                               
It was built i  in 1637 - 1642 and made by Christian 4.   



Arla

Arla is a produktion of milk and ofther things like milk produktion 



Landscape
We have a lot of fields with corn and other plants. A lot of our country consists of 
fields and we also have a lot of farms    



Hygge
Hygge is sometimes translated as “cozy,” but a better definition of hygge is “intentional 
intimacy,” which can happen when you have A cup of coffee with a friend in front of a 
fireplace.

A family might have a “hygge” evening that entails board games and treats, or friends 
might get together for a casual dinner with good food and easygoing fun. Spaces can 
also be described as hyggelige (“Your new house is so hyggeligt”) and a common way of 
telling a host thank you after a dinner is to say that it was hyggeligt (meaning, we had a 
good time). Most Danish social events are expected to be hyggelige.

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/hygge


Copenhagen
Copenhagen is the capital and mot populous 


